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RESOURCE PLAN
Expenditure estimates

Table 3:  Economic Planning and Budget Management 

Expenditure trends

Expenditure on Economic Planning and Budget Management has increased significantly
in 2002/03 to fund the work of the Commission of Inquiry into the Depreciation of the
Rand. Over the medium term, growth of only a little over 3 per cent a year is envisaged.

The medium-term expenditure estimates provide for a strong expansion of capacity in the
National Treasury’s economic and fiscal policy work. Priority areas for further
professional development include international financial relations, particularly in support
Nepad initiatives, tax policy, financial regulation and oversight, support for municipal
budgeting and financial restructuring, public-private partnerships, fiscal and public
expenditure analysis and technical support for infrastructure planning and project
management.
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PROGRAMME 3: ASSETS AND LIABILITY MANAGEMENT 

Purpose: Assets and Liability Management is responsible for the prudent management of
Government’s financial assets and liabilities, including the domestic and foreign debt
portfolios.

Measurable objective: The programme aims to manage the Government’s asset and
liability portfolio in a manner that ensures prudent cash management, asset restructuring
and financial management, and optimal management of the Government’s domestic and
foreign debt portfolio. 

Programme activities are carried out through five sub-programmes:
● Management manages the Office of the Head of the Division.
● Liability Management provides for the Government’s liquidity needs and ensures

prudent management of both domestic and foreign debt by issuing at the lowest
possible cost subject to acceptable levels of risk, contributes to the development of
domestic capital markets and timeous servicing of debt.

● Financial Operations is responsible for the management of the Government’s
liquidity requirements, ensures that all Government’s debt transactions are recorded
timeously and reported upon in terms of PFMA and all other multi-lateral institutions
reporting requirements. It also provides for the divisional information system
requirements.

● Strategy and Risk Management develops and maintains a risk management
framework and ensures that the strategies adopted by the Asset and Liability
Management division are in line with the agreed framework.

● Asset Management is committed to enhancing shareholder value through restructured
state-owned entities, monitor and enforce compliance with corporate governance for
government bodies and Public entities in accordance with the Public Finance
Management Act and co-ordinate borrowing activities of public entities in line with
Treasury Regulations.

Policy Developments and strategic context

Interest costs and risks associated with funding make a substantial demand on scarce
resources available to the country. Prudent management of the Government’s total loan
debt of approximately R426 billion is therefore critical. The continued shift from strategic
to more tactical debt management reflects the need to maintain liquidity and integrity of
the capital markets under conditions of limited government debt issuance. The National
Treasury will continue to build-up the liquid benchmark bonds in the 3 to 12 and 12 to
30 year maturities.

The introduction of inflation-linked bonds has created scope for Government to diversify
borrowing instruments to finance the budget deficit and reduce the interest burden. The
development of a full yield curve of inflation linked bonds will be completed during the
2003/04 financial year by the issuance of an ultra long (30 year) inflation linked bond.
The growing sophistication and efficiency of the South African bond market will
facilitate this.
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The maturing floating rate bond will be replaced by the issuance, in 2003, of a new
floating rate bond maturing in 2008.  Two single maturity (bullet) bonds maturing in 2008
and 2014 will be introduced in the 2003/04 financial year.  These measures will ensure
Government’s continued access to domestic capital markets.

To broaden the current domestic investor base in government bonds as well as to
encourage domestic savings, research will be undertaken and completed by December
2003 into the feasibility of introducing a retail bond market in South Africa.  If it is found
to be feasible, a bond, targeted at individuals, households and small businesses will be
introduced in the last quarter of the 2003/04 financial year. 

South Africa’s participation in the international capital markets as well as defending and
marketing the country for possible ratings upgrades remains a key priority in the
management of our foreign liabilities. During the 2003/04 financial year an equivalent of
USD1 billion will be borrowed in the international capital markets.  Proceeds from these
loans will be used to reduce the Net Open Forward Position as well as to redeem maturing
foreign bonds. The losses sustained on the Gold and Foreign Exchange Contingency
Reserve Account (GFECRA) will be reduced by R7 billion in the 2003/04 financial
through the issue of zero coupon bonds to the South African Reserve Bank.

The redemption of the R150 bond in February 2004, 2005 and 2006 will increase the
Government’s funding requirement steadily in the medium term and will also result in
higher than normal cash balances. Diversification of investments and the use of the
repurchase agreements (repos) will be used to minimise the Government’s credit risk.
Treasury bills continue to be viewed as a cash management tool and will be increased by
R6 billion in the 2003/04 financial year.

To reduce borrowing costs and enhance the credit risk management across the
Government, optimal use of available cash resources of Government will continue to be
co-ordinated centrally between the provinces and the National Treasury.  This will be
done through the implementation of the intergovernmental cash coordination project in
terms of which provinces will have a Commission for Public Deposits bank account as
part of their provincial revenue accounts.  

A new debt recording system the Commonwealth Debt Recording and Management
System (CS-DRMS), acquired from the Commonwealth Secretariat, will be introduced in
the 2003/04 financial year. The introduction of this system will be a further improvement
in the management and recording of our liabilities. 

A new credit policy framework will be developed for the National Treasury during the
2003/04 financial year with a view to reviewing the counter-party risk limits currently in
place. The market risk management framework will be reviewed to ensure its relevance
to the prevailing domestic and international market conditions as it continues to inform
the funding and general debt management decisions of the government.

Ongoing support to public enterprises should bolster the state owned enterprises (SOEs)
restructuring programme. A proactive mobilisation of the stakeholders will be a key
feature of the activities of the Asset Management section in ensuring the full realisation
of the budgeted proceeds from the restructuring of the SOEs. In addition to anticipated
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restructuring receipts, dividend receipts will bolster public coffers as considerable
progress has been made to normalise the dividend policies and tax status of all major
business public enterprises.

The National Treasury will undertake a comprehensive review of 320 state owned
enterprises over the next 18 months.  This review will include, but will not be limited to,
the following aspects; mandate and strategic objectives, corporate governance, financial
performance, treasury operations, human resources and remuneration policy and dividend
policy.

A business process review will be undertaken and completed in the 2003/04 financial
year with a view to streamlining activities and processes as well as to improve
communications and sharing of information and data. This will improve the overall
efficiency of the division and release resources to focus on more value-adding activities
thus impacting positively on the overall operations.
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MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES AND MEDIUM-TERM OUTPUT TARGETS
Medium-term output targets

Programme 3 Assets and Liability Management 
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Expenditure trends

The budget for Asset and Liability Management increased by approximately 95,6 per cent
in 2002/03 due to expansion of its subprogrammes. Prior to 2002/03, the programme
contained only two subprogrammes – Asset Management and Liability Management.
Since then, the division has expanded and incorporates an additional three
subprogrammes – Management, Financial Operations, and Strategy and Risk
Management. 

Programme expenditure is projected to rise further over the next three years, amounting
to R45,6 million in 2005/06. Additional resources will facilitate the expansion of
subprogrammes functions and posts, the implementation of new risk-management
approaches, and the establishment of a formal cash management function. This
expenditure will, however, help to reduce Government’s debt costs significantly.

RESOURCE PLAN
Expenditure estimates

Table 4:  Asset and Liability Management 
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PROGRAMME 4: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEMS 

Purpose: Financial Management and Systems manages and regulates Government’s
supply-chain processes, implements and maintains standardised financial systems, and
coordinates the implementation of the Public Finance Management Act (1 of 1999)
(PFMA) and related capacity-building initiatives.

Measurable objective: The programme aims to regulate and oversee public sector
supply-chain management and standardise the financial systems of national and
provincial government, while coordinating and implementing the PFMA.

Managed by the Specialist Function division, programme activities are carried out under
the following subprogrammes:
● Supply Chain Management develops policy that regulates the acquisition of goods

and services in the public sector; monitors policy outcomes; facilitates and manages
transversal term contracts on behalf of Government.

● PFMA Implementation and Coordination provides for the National Treasury’s role in
the implementation of the PFMA and related training initiatives.

● Financial Systems provides for the maintenance and enhancement of existing
financial management systems, seeking to replace outdated systems with systems that
are compliant with both the PFMA and generally recognised accounting practice.

Policy Developments

Government initiated reforms to its procurement policies, systems and processes in 1995.
Reforms focus on the promotion of good governance and the introduction of a preference
system to address certain socio-economic objectives. These are embedded in section
76(4)(c) of the PFMA and Section 106(1)(d) of the Municipal Finance Management Bill
and the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (PPPFA) 
(5 of 2000).

During 2001, in collaboration with the World Bank, the Supply Chain Management unit
completed a Joint Country Procurement Assessment Review (CPAR), which assessed
procurement practices throughout the public sector. The CPAR identified certain
deficiencies in current practices relating to governance aspects and the interpretation and
implementation of the PPPFA and its associated Regulations (issued in 2001).

During 2002 and the early part of this year, the team developed a Policy Strategy to Guide
Uniformity in Procurement Reform Processes in Government in conjunction with
provincial treasuries. The policy strategy will support the issuing of a regulatory
framework aimed at promoting sound financial management and uniformity in
implementation of procurement reform initiatives in all three spheres of government.  

Implementation of the strategy will promote uniformity in the different spheres of
government in repealing tender-board legislation and give effect to the PFMA intent to
devolve responsibility and accountability for procurement-related matters to accounting
officers. It will enhance common interpretation and understanding of preferential
procurement and related legislation and policies and introduce an integrated supply-chain
management function and system for the appointment of consultants.
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